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The Enduring Lessons of Ma’amad Har Sinai
Rabbi Avi Harari

   The description of ma’amad Har Sinai is introduced by an 
oft-overlooked message from Boreh OIam to Moshe, 

ַמע ָהָעם ֲעבּור יְִשׁ ַעב ֶהָענָן ַבּ ה ִהנֵּה ָאנֹכִי ָבּא ֵאלֶיָך ְבּ  וַיֹּאֶמר ה' ֶאל-מֶֹשׁ

ְך וְגַם-ְבָּך יֲַאִמינּו לְעֹולָם …שמות יט:ט ִרי ִעָמּ דְַבּ ְבּ

Hashem said to Moshe, ‘Behold! I come to you in the 
thickness of the cloud, so that the people will hear as I 

speak to you and they will also believe in you forever…’ 
(Shemot 19:9)

   It is immediately clear that in addition to the obvious 
informative and edifying objective of ma’amad Har Sinai, to 
learn and accept the statutes and laws, there was an additional 
dimension as well, relating to emunah (belief). It is for this 
reason that a significant 
part of the experience 
included the powerful 
sounds of the shofar and 
thunder, sights of smoke 
and fire, and the move-
ment of the mountain 
(Shemot 19:18-19). Boreh 
Olam thus intended to 
strengthen the belief and 
commitment of ‘Am Yisrael 
at ma’amad Har Sinai by means of these sensory stimulating 
phenomena. This point was articulated clearly by Moshe, as 
he consoled the understandably nervous ‘Am Yisrael, and ex-
plained to them the frightening scenes at Har Sinai by stating:

ְהיֶה יְִרָאתֹו יָראּו כִּי לְַבֲעבּור נַּסֹות ֶאְתכֶם ָבּא ָהֱאֹלִהים ּוַבֲעבּור ִתּ  ַאל-ִתּ

י ֶתֱחָטאּו שמות כ:טז נֵיכֶם לְִבלְִתּ ַעל-ְפּ

…Do not fear, for in order to exalt you has God come; 
so that His fear shall be before you, so that you shall not 

sin.  (Shemot 20:16)

   The Hakhamim took note of this aspect of ma’amad Har Sinai, 
and envisioning the undoubted effect it had upon its partic-
ipants they found the source for a particular takanah (ordi-
nance) instated by Ezra: 

 דתניא "והודעם לבניך ולבני בניך", וכתיב בתריה "...יום אשר...

 עמדת לפי ה' אלקיך בחורב", מה להלן באימה וביראה וברתת ובזיע

 אף כאן באימה וביראה וברתת ובזיע. מכאן אמרו הזבים והמצורעים

 ובאין על נדות מותרין לקרות בתורה ובנביאים ובכתובים, לשנות

 במשנה וגמרא ובהלכות ובאגדות, אבל בעלי קריין אסורין. ברכות

כ"ב א

 ‘And you shall make them [i.e. words of Torah] 
known to your children and your children’s children’ 
(Debarim 4:9), and it is written immediately afterwards, 
‘The day on which you stood before Hashem your God 
in Horeb’ (Debarim 4:10). Just as there it was in awe, 
fear, trembling and quaking, so in this case too it must 
be in awe, fear, trembling and quaking. On this basis they 
[i.e. the Hakhamim] said that sufferers from gonorrhea, 

lepers and those who 
slept with niddot are 
permitted to read the 
Torah, Nebi’im and Ke-
tubim, and to study the 
Mishnah, Talmud, halak-
hot and agadot, but one 
who has had seminal 
emission is forbidden. 
(Berakhot 22a)
 

   Although Ezra’s enactment was subsequently cancelled by 
the Hakhamim of later generations, the profundity of its logi-
cal underpinnings endures. Noting the juxtaposition of a pa-
suk understood to represent general Torah study to another 
describing ma’amad Har Sinai, the Hakhamim deduced that all 
subsequent study of Torah is best fulfilled by means of “re-en-
acting” its initial reception at Har Sinai.  

   This revelation sheds light on various other laws related to 
general Torah study, similarly derived from the description of 
ma’amad Har Sinai. These include the prohibition to charge 
money for teaching Torah (in certain circumstances), derived 
from the pasuk 'ה צוני  כאשר  ומשפטים  חוקים  אתכם  למדתי   ראה 

 Behold, I have taught you laws and rules, as the Lord“ ,אלקי
my God commanded me” (Debarim 4:5) interpreted by the 
Hakhamim (Nedarim 37a) to mean מה אני בחנם – אף אתם בחנם, 

“Boreh Olam thus intended to 
strengthen the belief and commitment 
of ‘Am Yisrael at ma’amad Har Sinai 
by means of these sensory stimulating 

phenomena.”
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“Just as I [taught you] gratuitously, so you must teach gratu-
itously” as well as the obligation to stand during reading and 
learning of Torah, derived from the pasuk ואתה פה עמוד עמדי 
“But you shall stand here with me” (Debarim 5:27)(Megillah 
21a). 

   This understanding can also shed light on the intent of the 
Hakhamim in their famous description of Yonatan ben Uziel. 
The Talmud (Sukkah 28a) reported that birds flying above this 
great Sage while he studied Torah were immediately burned. 
Clarifying this phenomenon, Tosafot (ibid., s.v. kol) explained 
that this happened as a result of the resemblance of his Torah 
study to the reception of the Torah at Sinai, a scene filled with 
fire and flames. More than anything, the “flames emanating 
from Yonatan ben Uziel” represent his personal re-enactment 
of ma’amad Har Sinai each time that he studied Torah.

   It is in this fashion as well that I understand a seemingly dif-
ficult ruling set forth by several poskim (halachic decisors), dif-
ferentiating between the fulfillment of various forms of misvat 
talmud Torah, and suggesting that while proper study of Torah 
she-be-al peh (the Oral Torah) is only accomplished via prop-
er comprehension of its words, simply reciting the words of 
Torah she-be-ktab (the Written Torah) without any understand-
ing of its content fulfills its mandated study.1  The novelty of 
fulfilling misvat talmud Torah with a lack of comprehension is 
in fact alluded to by ha-Rambam, in his description of misvat 
hakhel, whereupon the entirety of ‘Am Yisrael would gather at 
the Bet Hamikdash at the conclusion of Sukkot every seven years 
to listen to the recitation of segments from Sefer Debarim:

 הקריאה והברכות בלשון הקדש...אף על פי שיש שם לעוזות וגרים

 שאינן מכירין, חייבין להכין לבם ולהקשיב אזנם לשמוע באימה

ויראה וגילה ורעדה כיום שניתנה בו בסיני. הלכות חגיגה

The readings and the blessings are in Hebrew…This ap-
plies even though foreigners are present. Converts who do 
not understand are obligated to concentrate their attention 
and direct their hearing, listening with reverence and awe, 
rejoicing while trembling, as on the day the Torah was giv-
en at Sinai. (Hagigah 3:5-6)

   Ha-Rambam thus posited that even those unable to under-
stand Hebrew were commanded in the misvah of hakhel. Inter-
estingly, it did not suffice ha-Rambam merely include these 
individuals in this commandment; rather, as he continued 

to explain, there is a mandated mindset – one of awe, fear 
and trepidation – emotions mirroring those experienced at 
ma’amad Har Sinai. In his very next words, ha-Rambam hints 
at the source of the connection between the ability to fulfill 
the misvah even while lacking any understanding of the awe-
some experience of Har Sinai,

 אפילו חכמים גדולים שיודעים כל התורה כולה חייבין לשמוע בכוונה

 גדולה יתירה, ומי שאינו יכול לשמוע מכוין לבו לקריאה זו, שלא

 קבעה הכתוב אלא לחזק דת האמת, ויראה עצמו כאילו עתה נצטווה בה

 ומפי הגבורה שומעה, שהמלך שליח הוא להשמיע דברי הא-ל

Even great Sages who know the entire Torah are obligated 
to listen with exceedingly great concentration. One who is 
unable to hear should focus his attention of this reading, for 
Scripture established it solely to strengthen the true faith. 
He should see himself as if he was just now commanded 
regarding the Torah and heard it from the Almighty. For the 
king is an agent to make known the word of God. (ibid.)

   Ha-Rambam hints with these words to the “second dimen-
sion” of Har Sinai – in his words, “strengthening the true 
faith.” Reading between the lines, one senses that ha-Rambam 
is hinting that it is for this reason that there exists a fulfill-
ment in the paradoxical state of “studying” Torah she-be-ktab 
while lacking understanding of what he is studying. Lacking 
understanding of the material engenders a missed chance at 
one dimension of study of Torah she-be-ktab – that of an infor-
mative, edifying experience, but nonetheless leaves open the 
opportunity to experience the other aspect – that of growth 
in belief and dedication, or in the words of ha-Rambam,

 ”חיזוק דת האמת“.

   The message repeated by the Hakhamim in various circum-
stances, echoed by ha-Rambam, and finding its place in the 
later poskim is one that rings true for each of us today. Study of 
Torah in its proper form, while aimed at growing our breadth 
of knowledge of Boreh Olam and His will, is equally intended 
to serve as a venue to strengthen our belief and connection 
to Him. We can only hope to accomplish this much if we ap-
proach our study with the proper mindset, imbued by emo-
tions of reverence, awe and respect.

1See, e.g., Shulhan Arukh ha-Rav (Hilkhot Talmud Torah 2:12-13), and Magen 

Abraham (Orah Hayim 50:2).

Rabbi Harari is currently Rabbi of Congregation Shaare 

Shalom and a teacher at the Yeshivah of Flatbush.
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Guest Articles
The Aseret ha-Dibrot
Dr. Joel B. Wolowelsky

   What sets the Aseret ha-Dibrot apart from the other misvot of the Torah? What makes these ten utterances so significant that we 
often post them on the walls of our synagogues? The answer, suggests Rabbi Joseph B. Soloveitchik (the Rav) zt”l, may be found 
in a close reading of the text leading up to this section. Throughout the portion of Yitro, especially in the section dealing with the 
giving of the Torah, God is referred to with Shem Havaya, the Tetragrammaton, the four-lettered name of God that expresses His 
personal relationship with mankind. Then suddenly, there is a shift and the Torah introduces the Aseret ha-Dibrot with “Elokim spoke 
all these words saying” (Ex. 20:1). Elokim is the name of God used when He created the natural world, “In the beginning Elokim 
created heaven and earth” (Gen. 1:1). 

   There are some commandments, explains the Rav, which are rewarded in this world but whose punishment is reserved for the day 
of judgment, for Olam ha-Ba. This is not true of the Aseret Ha-Dibrot. The violation of these misvot, decreed by Elokim, is punished 
during the lifetime of the sinner in this world. This is apparently what Rashi meant when he commented: 

The word Elokim is related to a judge. There are chapters in Torah of such a character that if a person observes the com-
mandments contained therein, he will receive a reward, but if he does not observe them, he will not be punished. One 
might think that the Aseret ha-Dibrot are also of such a character that no punishment will follow upon their infringement. 
Therefore Scripture states ‘Elokim spoke - Elokim Who is a Judge exacting punishment.’ 

   When the legislator is Havaya, when “Havaya called to Moshe and spoke to him … if any man of you bring an offering” (Lev. 
1:1-2), then the commandment is addressed not to natural man, but to metaphysical man, to one who was chosen by God. Such 
positive misvot like tefillin, sisit, sukka, shofar, and such negative misvot like not wearing sha'atnez, and so forth, hallow and redeem 
the human spiritual personality. Non-compliance upsets not natural man but metaphysical man; it prevents him from achieving 
spiritual transcendental worth and distinction. Violating the metaphysical law which is legislated by Havaya destroys the human 
sanctity and holiness. Hence punishment is not immediate and swift in coming; punishment is delayed until that day on which 
human beings will be confronted by their Maker and will have to account for themselves. Then it is metaphysical punishment in 
the world to come.

   However, continues the Rav, Elokim’s Natural Law is immutable and inviolate. If one decides to defy the law of gravity and walks 
over a ledge, the law promptly exacts its claim on him and he falls down. He cannot hope that the law will not apply to him. The 
punishment is built into the act; Elokim does not tolerate transgressing the natural law which He has established for the cosmos and 
humans alike. The natural law is basically an existential law; one cannot reject it without harming himself. One either accepts the 
natural law or is ready to accept the consequences.

   As ruler of the universe, Elokim legislates the natural law; as judge, He legislates the moral law – not the behavior of matter, but 
the behavior of man. The moral social laws which are the foundations of any civilized society were placed at the same level as the 
physical cosmic law. Elokim is the legislator of the law governing the gravitational pull, the electro-magnetic field which makes the 

world function, and the law prohibiting murder, which 
protects the viability of society. Rebellion against Elokim 
as legislator of the social moral law is the same as dis-
obedience concerning the natural law. Retribution is 
swift and severe. The introductory words “Anokhi Hash-
em Elokekha” are the root of human morality. Apparent-
ly these ten principles constitute the foundation of any 
civil existence and are placed at the same level as those 
governing nature.  

“God is referred to with Shem Havaya, 
the Tetragrammaton, the four-lettered 

name of God that expresses His personal 
relationship with mankind.”
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   “You shall have no other gods,” we are commanded in the second command-
ment. Whenever anything that is not God (for example, one “ism” or another) 
is given an absolute value, reminds us the Rav, we have avoda zara. The natural 
punishment for violating this misvah is that “we cry to them and they do not 
answer.”

   “You shall not take the name of the Lord your God in vain; for God will not 
consider guiltless anyone who takes His name in vain.”  There are really two 
different offences in the third commandment: sheker and shav. Sheker involves 
deceit, it is a statement which is not true, but which could be true. Shav on 
the other hand, involves an obvious lie, such as swearing that a black book is 
red. It exposes one to humiliation and ridicule, and degrades and corrupts the 
human personality.

   But there is another aspect of shav, to swear to an obvious truth. One should 
not talk in stereotypes and clichés. People who have nothing to say should not 
simply repeat what everyone knows. Modern man is increasingly losing his 
individuality, he simply repeats what he hears. The Torah wants us to preserve 
our individuality. We should be sure that what we say is meaningful.

   People who do not observe Shabbat stay in hol (mundane) without a break. 
At no point do they come into the higher redeemed existence of Shabbat as 
contrasted to hol. A society which arrogantly rejects the law of “You shall not 
steal or murder” falls apart at the seams. Promiscuity leads to the complete 
disintegration of the family fabric. Individuals who are over-ambitious, over-zealous, opportunistic, and unconscious as to the 
means they employ to promote and further their careers will finally be caught in a web of difficulties and contradictions.  

   What, though, is the natural punishment for not showing respect to one’s parents? Rambam (Moreh Nevukhim 3:40) tells us that 
those who do not honor their parents cannot expect to be honored by their children. But why should that be so? Surely there are 
individuals who well deserve to be respected and honored by their children but whose parents may not be worthy of respect at all!

   The answer, I would suggest, lies in the rationale of this commandment. Parents do not have to earn their children’s respect; it 
is their right simply by virtue of being biological parents. Kibbud horim (respect of parents) is tied to our obligation to honor God. 
In honoring our parents, we acknowledge our debt to give thanks for our creation; and as we know, God joins with mother and 
father in creating a child. 

   Few parents ever come close to doing evil things, but all fail at one time or another, and their children, who have continuous 
access to them when they are not necessarily on their best behavior, are poised to notice it. Such a realization can be devastating:

When a child first catches adults out—when it first walks into his grave little head that adults do not always have divine 
intelligence, that their judgments are not always wise, their thinking true, their sentences just—his world falls into panic 
desolation. The gods are fallen and all safety gone. And there is one sure thing about the fall of gods: they do not fall a 
little; they crash and shatter or sink deeply into green muck. It is a tedious job to build them up again; they never quite 
shine. And the child's world is never quite whole again. It is an aching kind of growing. (John Steinbeck, East of Eden (N.Y.: 
Penguin Books, 1980), p. 20)

   Insistence on honoring parents prepares children for this certain eventual confrontation with reality. Respect for parents is, in 
many ways, an exercise in learning to look past inevitable human foibles and see best in people, to recognize the divine spirit that 
was breathed into us all.

   When we constantly point out the imperfections in our would-be heroes-- be they parents, rabbis, teachers, or community 
leaders -- we encourage others to judge us the same way. When Elokim legislates, there is no escaping the punishment for violating 
His norms. 

Dr. Wolowelsky teaches at the Yeshivah of Flatbush. He is associate editor of Tradition (the journal of Orthodox Jewish 
thought published by the Rabbinical Council of America) and the series MeOtsar HoRav: Selected Writings of Rabbi 
Joseph B. Soloveitchik.
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   Who was the Pharaoh of the Exodus? Throughout the 
narrative we are not told the name of any of the Pharaohs.1 

Who was the man that stubbornly tried to defy the will 
of God in the book of Exodus, finally meeting his end in 
Parashat Beshalah? In truth we many never know. However, 
we can make some fairly accurate guesses.

   The ancient Egyptians, unlike our Israelite forefathers 
were massive builders. When one thinks of Egypt, the 
amazing ancient structures still visible today- the Sphinx, 
Pyramids at Giza, the Temple of 
Karnak immediately come to mind. 
Even by modern building stan-
dards, these architectural wonders 
continue to impress. These ancient 
remnants often contain a plethora 
of written material and offer a win-
dow to the past. This information 
is by no means complete, but does 
offer a tantalizing information that 
has helped Egyptologists and schol-
ars learn about a civilization long 
ago forgotten.

   In order to narrow down the list 
of Pharaohs we must first deter-
mine the date of the Exodus. Jewish 
sources and scholars such as Sed-
er Olam Rabah by Yose ben Halafta 
(ca. 160 CE) and Sefer Ha’Qabalah 
by Abraham ibn Daud (ca. 1161 
CE) arrive at the Exodus date of 
1312 BCE. This would make the little known Pharoah Dje-
serkheperure-setpenre Horemheb the Pharaoh of the Ex-
odus.

   Josephus pins the date at approximately 1552 BCE2  which 
would make Ahmose I Pharaoh of the Exodus. This is signif-
icant because Ahmose I3 was the founder of the New King-
dom. Ahmose I re-conquered northern Egypt from the 
foreign invader known as the Hyksos people4 and reunified 
Upper and Lower Egypt. This process was known as the 
Thebian Revolt. This would help explain why the Pharaohs 
“who did not know Joseph”5 were so paranoid of Bene Yisrael 
even going to the extent of committing infanticide. Bene 

Yisrael were foreign like the Hyksos and deemed a threat 
with loyalty to forces other than the native Egyptians.6

   Modern Bible scholars, many of them inspired to the 
field after the deciphering of the Rosetta stone7 by Jean-
François Champollion in 18228 came to their own conclu-
sions as well. For many, the idea that the Israelites built 
the city of Ra’amses9 sounded eerily familiar to the name of 
Ramses II (1279-1213 BCE). Therefore they hastily con-
cluded that the Exodus of the Bible was in approximately 

1250 BCE and Ramses II was the 
Pharaoh. Many of the Hollywood 
producers have taken this approach 
as well. Although Ramses the Great 
does present a strong choice as he 
was a well- known Pharaoh, not 
much else matches up with the Ex-
odus narrative except with his name 
being synonyms with an ancient 
store houses of Raamses.

   Preferring that the Bible chronol-
ogy in the Exodus narrative is lit-
eral10 we can further fit the Exodus 
story into the known narrative of 
the New Kingdom. According to 
the most literal reading of the Bible 
the exodus occurred in 1446 BCE. 
This is based on the calculation that 
King Solomon’s Temple was erect-
ed in 966 BCE, 480 years after the 
Exodus and remained standing until 
586 BCE.11 This chronology makes 

Pharaoh Thutmose III12 the Pharaoh of the Exodus. This 
opinion was accepted by several leading scholar includ-
ing the Sephardic polymath Professor Abraham Yahudah 
(1877–1951). This Pharaoh is known by historians as the 
“Napoleon of Egypt” for his aggressive military campaigns 
and empire building. Under his rule, shortly after the es-
tablishment of the New Kingdom under Ahmose I, Egypt 
reached the height of its territorial expansion and ambi-
tious building program. In fact, one of his famous monu-
ments- the Needle of Cleopatra- a massive stone obelisk 
can be found until today in New York’s Central Park- still 
impressive today as it was in the time when it was erected.
   Perhaps the answer to who the historical figures of the 
Exodus were will never be fully known. What is intriguing 

Pharaoh and the Exodus
By Murray J. Mizrachi
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however, is that the Exodus fits nicely with the political 
climate of the New Kingdom and Thebian Revolt of Ah-
mose I. This is just one example of how archaeology can 
help us improve our understanding of the Bible. We should 
follow the examples of our leading Hachamim such as Rabbi 
Shemuel David Luzatto, Rabbi Moshe David Cassuto and 
others who embraced archaeology and historical realities 
to improve their understanding of the Torah’s narrative.

Mr. Mizrachi is the executive director of the SCA and is 

pursuing a seat on the World Zionist Congress

“We should follow the examples 
of our leading Hachamim such as 

Rabbi Shemuel David Luzatto, 
Rabbi Moshe David Cassuto and 
others who embraced archaeology 
and historical realities to improve 
their understanding of the Torah’s 

narrative.”

1 Every Pharaoh had a personal name in addition to the title Pharaoh. For example Pharaoh Sheshaq (1 Kings 11:40 & 2 Chronicles 12:2) Pharaoh Taharq (2 Kings 
19:9 & Isiah 37:9), Pharaoh Necho (2 Kings 23:29 & 2 Chronicles 35:20). This is similar to the title President or Czar; As in President Bush or President Lincoln
2 See Antiquity of the Jews 1830, 59; Book 2.15.2
3 Note the phonetic connection between Ahmose, Thutmose, and Moshe. It should be noted that we only know the consonantal sounds of Ancient Egyptian. Similar to 
Hebrew, the vowels or nequdot are defined by the reader.
4 Many early Christian scholars considered the Hyksos or “Shepard Kings” to actually be the ancient Israelites. Most scholars feel that Joseph and his brothers served either 
a Hyksos King or a Middle Kingdom Egyptian Pharaoh.
5 The full verse states “and a new King rose onto Egypt who did not know Joseph (Exodus 1:8). This interpretation fits nicely with an in the Babylonian Talmud, Sotah 11 
and Midrash Tanhuma and Keli Yaqar (1550-1619).
6 This helps with the understanding of Exodus 1:9-11 of how a beloved minority of Joseph and his brothers became despised slaves.
7 The stone was originally found in 1799 but took over 23 year to decipher. For the first time in thousands of years, Ancient Egyptian was decipherable. Before this, schol-
ars could not read nor understand any of the Egyptian records.
8 Our Sephardic Rabbis such as Rabbi Eliyahu ben Amozeg, Rabbi Shemuel David Luzzato (Shadal) and others from the 19th century frequently quote Champollion.
9 See Exodus 1:11. 
10 See further Professor Cyrus Gordon The Bible and the Ancient Near East, (W. W. Norton & Company, 1997) on how many numbers are literal and many are non-literal 
in the Bible.
11 See 1 Kings 6:1 
12 It is interesting to note that during the first half of Thumose II’s reign, he had a co-regent aunt know as Queen Hateshpsut. Some scholars have suggested that she is 
the famed “daughter of Pharaoh” who adopted Moses. This conversation is beyond the scope of this article. However, it is interesting to note that after her death, Thutmose 
III went to lengths to purge the New Kingdom of her memory in all public monuments- even in her own mortuary temple her graphic depictions we mutilated. 

“Two hundred forty-eight limbs [are] in man” 
(Ohalot 1:8) By Mr. Charles Mizrahi

   Are there really 248 limbs in a man? Just the question alone would be seen by some “modern” Jews as heretical. By asking the 
question one could be implying that the sage’s of the mishna are mistaken. If so, what are the ramifications of that conclusion?

Problem: Mishna Conflicts with Science
   In addition to stating that man has 248 limbs, the mishna proceeds to identify them: “eighteen vertebrae [are] in the spine; 
nine in the head,” etc.

   Modern  science tells us that there are not 248 limbs or bones in an adult man but 206 (or 208 depending on how one counts 
the bones in the sternum). There are also 24 bones in the vertebral column and not 18 like the mishna states, and 22 bones in 
the skull and not nine.There are 206 (or 208) bones in the matured adult human body, but this number can vary slightly from 
individual to individual. Newborn babies have 270 bones, as they grow older some of their bones fuse together, making 206 
bones in an adult skeleton. 

Continued on page 23
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Sephardic History
Part III
Mrs. Natalie Mizrachi

“A politic King indeed, must be this Don Fernando, who 
impoverishes his kingdom to enrich our own,” said Sultan 
Bajazet.1

   Why were the Moslem countries so welcoming to Jews after 
the Spanish Expulsion? 
   Professor Mark R. 
Cohen, of Princeton 
University, an expert 
on Medieval Judaism 
and the documents un-
covered in the Cairo 
Geniza explains that 
there were several rea-
sons.
   Firstly, where there 
existed Christians as 
well as Jews in Moslem 
lands, the Christians 
were ostracized more 
because of their belief 
system. To monothe-
istic Moslems, the no-
tions of a trinity were 
very akin to paganism, 
and the Christians were therefore not entitled to the status 
of protected outsiders as the Jews were. Secondly, commerce 
and free trade with the East were abundant. In Moslem Ca-
liphates something like a middle class grew, which encour-
aged stability. The Jewish traders and merchants were a huge 
part of this. Thirdly, the existence of Jewish communities 
across the region, as was known to the populous, predated 
that of Islam, affording the communities a certain amount of 
respect.  

   On a more practical, less esoteric level the Ottomans were 
constantly at war with the Roman Catholic Empire over the 
fertile Mediterranean basin. The Turkish Sultan showed great 
foresight in accepting Europe’s outcasts.2  The talented arti-
sans, the skilled merchant class, the traders with economic 
knowledge of foreign markets were all seen as vital forces in 

further expanding Turkish rule. As a result provincial gover-
nors throughout Ottoman rule were ordered to open their 
borders to wandering Sephardic exiles. This helped to herald 
in a new Golden Age of tolerance, education and prosperity 
throughout the Ottoman Empire.

   Throughout the 16th century the children and grandchil-
dren of those Sepharadim forced to behave as Marranos 
realized that the distant Ottoman lands were safe havens. 
An underground railroad, sponsored by the Turkish Jewish 

community and encour-
aged by the Sultan cor-
responded with Morra-
nos, encouraging them 
to escape from Spain and 
Portugal to join them. 
The Lisbon massacre of 
conversos in 1506 saw a 
huge flight of false con-
verts from off the Iberian 
peninsula. Their settle-
ment in Ottoman lands 
and subsequent reversion 
to Judaism resulted in the 
establishment of import-
ant trade routes from the 
West to Turkey.3

   New communities running the gambit from crypto –Sepha-
radim in Vienna, to overtly practicing Sepharadim in Sarajevo 
were established. Salonika in Greece, and of course Istanbul 
in Turkey became great centers of Jewish importance during 
this era. The Yeshiva of Salonika, The Talmud Torah, founded 
by Sephardic exiles was a medieval model of integrated learn-
ing. It  would be established in 1520 and stand for the next 
four hundred years, drawing students from across the Levant 
and Italy to learn Judaic subjects, Greek, Latin, medicine, as-
tronomy, and natural science.

   In the Land of Israel too, for the first time in three hundred 
years since the last Catholic Crusade, inhabitants trickled in. 
Except for the area’s indigenous Bedouin, a few sparsely pop-
ulated villages and literally a handful of Jews in Jerusalem, 
Israel was a desolate, dangerous place. That began to change 
in 1516 with the Turkish conquest. Several mystics or Cab-

“The Yeshiva of Salonika, The Talmud 
Torah, founded by Sephardic exiles was 
a medieval model of integrated learn-

ing. It would be established in 1520 and 
stand for the next four hundred years, 
drawing students from across the Le-

vant and Italy to learn Judaic subjects, 
Greek, Latin, medicine, astronomy, and 

natural science.”
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alists whose ways originated in Italy traversed to Safed, the 
northern, mountainous resting place of the mystical Shimon 
Bar Yochai (1st Century C.E.). The mountain community es-
tablished there would survive tenaciously primarily through 
sponsorship from abroad, up to the modern day.  

   Constantinople or Istanbul experienced a population explo-
sion. The number of Jewish households went from 1,647 in 
1477 to 8,070 by 1535. Interestingly in that city, an indige-
nous Jewish Greek speaking congregation forged under Chris-
tian Byzantium, called the Romaniots kept its own separate 
customs- as would virtually every group seeking refuge over 
the next two centuries: from Hungry, Germany, Provence and 
Bohemia. Ladino, Yiddush, Greek, Provencal French and Ital-
ian were all heard in these separate houses of worship- but 
Ladino, basically the language of the Sephardim (an ancient 
Spanish peppered with Hebrew) won out in the marketplace. 
It also became a common language heard up until the 20th 
century, in Safed, Tiberius and Jerusalem, all under Ottoman 
control.4

   Despite the variety of different 
congregations with differing cus-
toms, the prosperity afforded the 
communities under tolerant Mos-
lem rule banded together in the 
effort to assist Morranos seeking 
asylum. To the New Christians of 
Venice they wrote; “Come here on 
a trial basis. If you will be pleased 
to stay with us and will find that 
your affairs will succeed here, you 
may remain. Otherwise you may 
depart without owing us any taxes 
for the entire period of your ex-
perimentation.”

   Communal leadership in Otto-
man Turkey was achieved as it traditionally had in Iberia- as a 
result of mastering both Hebrew and worldly studies. Perfect-
ly prepared then, lay leaders accepted roles as translators and 
diplomatic negotiators for Moslem merchants and even rul-
ers. The opening was there because Moslems would not travel 
to the land of the infidel, nor negotiate with them. Sephardim 
then, were able to coax treaties between Fez and Portugal, the 
Ottomans and France. This mobility enabled some Sephardim 
to even travel back to Spain in order to maintain ties with 
Marrano relatives there. Some of these brave individuals were 
sadly caught by the Inquisition and prosecuted. 

    In 1556 two commercial agents were seized in Ancona, Italy 
for having reverted to Judaism. Their employer, a former Por-
tuguese Crypto-Jew who happened to be a widow with con-
siderable financial muscle; the formidable Dona Gracia Nasi 
Mendes. She did not take the Pope’s action in stride, instead 

she attempted to fight back. Having herself fled Portugal after 
her husband’s untimely death, Dona Gracia took the helm of 
her husbands import/ export business and at age 27 succeed-
ed in becoming one of the known world’s wealthiest trades-
women and financiers, (she lent money to the Hapsburgs). 
After a circuitous flight across Europe to ultimate safety in 
Istanbul, Dona Gracia attempted here to orchestrate a mer-
cantile boycott. Her aim was intimidation.

   Hoping to exert fiscal pressure on Europe she assumed the 
Vatican would relent and free her workers who, along with 22 
others, were seized. Pope Julius III had granted the reverted 
Jews sanction three years prior because their conversion had 
been forced. However, revealing the whims under which Eu-
ropean Jewry lived, successive Pope Paul IV ceased the small 
communities’ trade activities and condemned the offending 
lapsed New Christians.5

   Dona Gracia, the manager of a consortium trading in wheat, 
pepper, and raw wool in exchange 
for European goods6 hoped to di-
vert trade to a different Italian port 
as a form of protest and thus affect 
history. She could not however, ral-
ly every Jewish trader to her vision. 
Some feared retaliation against the 
remaining Jews of Ancona and the 
other Papal States. Others feared 
commercial loss. Others still felt 
that remaining Morranos were, 
by then, responsible for their own 
fates. 

   The boycott, and the first ever at-
tempt at Jewish protest, had failed. 
All 24 men were burned. One ac-
count however claims that the two 
House of Mendes employees; Hay-

im Cohen and Abraham Mosso were actually extradited to 
Turkey and went on to work for the nephew of Dona Gracia 
as his business agents in Poland during the winter of 1567.7

1Mocatta, Frederic, D. The Jews of Spain and Portugal, 1877, 1933 pg 48 
Also spelled Beyezid II he was the son of Suleiman the Magnificent who ruled Turkey 
for 46 years. Bajazet was killed by his brother Selim who attained the throne. 
2 Gerber, Jane The Jews of Spain, Simon & Schuster , 1992, pg.150.
3 Ibid Gerber pg.152.
4 Ibid Gerber pg. 153.
5 The first ever ghetto or grotto segregating Jewish residents was established in Venice 
in 1553.
6Ibid Gerber pg.166.
7 Roth, Cecil, The House of Nasi; the Duke of Naxos, Varda Books reprinted in Skokie, 
Illinos, USA 2002. Original edition 1948.

Mrs. Mizrachi is a community based writer.
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Tu Bishbat: History and Customs
Mr. Joseph Mosseri

   Tu Bishbat (ט"ו בשבט) is a minor Jewish holiday celebrating 
the New Year of the Trees. It is one of the four Rashe Shanah 
(“New Years”) mentioned in the Mishnah. Tu Bishbat marks 
Rosh HaShanah La'ilanot (ראש השנה לאילנות) “the New Year of 
the Trees.” The name Tu Bishbat comes from the date of the 
holiday, the 15th day of Shebat (שבט). Shebat is the name of a 
Hebrew calendar month and ט"ו, read as “Tu,” is how the num-
ber 15 is represented by Hebrew numerals using the Hebrew 
alphabet. This date generally falls on the second full moon be-
fore Passover, or, in a leap year, the third full moon before 
Passover. 

   Tu Bishbat started out as merely the date used in calculating 
the tithe on tree fruit, and evolved into a minor holiday. 

   Tu Bishbat is not mentioned at all in the Tanakh. The earliest 
mention of it is the Mishnah which was completed around the 
year 200 CE. In fact even in the Mishnah it is only mentioned 
once in Masekhet Rosh Hashanah 
1:1, which states there are four new 
years. Only two of the new years 
listed have any observances associat-
ed with them today: Rosh Hashanah 
and Tu Bishbat. 

   The Mishnah states: 
There are 4 New Years. On the 
first on Nisan is the New Year for 
Kings and for Festivals. On the first of Elul is the New 
Year for the tithe of the animals, but according to Ribbi 
Eliezer and Ribbi Shimon it is on the first of Tishri. On 
the first of Tishri is the New Year for the years and for 
Sabbatical Years (Shemitah) and for Jubilee Years (Yobel) for 
planting and for vegetables. On the first of Shebat is the 
New Year for Trees, according to Bet Shammai, but ac-
cording to Bet Hillel it is on the fifteenth.

   Today we follow the opinion of Bet Hillel and observe the fif-
teenth of Shebat as the New Year for Trees. Even so the Mish-
nah does not state anything festive about this day nor does it 
mention any particular celebrations or observances associated 
with this day. It is very probable that this day took on a more 
special meaning when the Nation of Israel was exiled from 
its land after the destruction of the Second Bet HaMiqdash 
around 68 CE. After many years living outside of Israel, this 
day added another connection between the people and the 
land that their ancestors were thrown out from. That connec-
tion was none other than that of partaking of the fruits of Eress 

Yisrael, that Israel was blessed with. 

   Over the centuries this custom became well known among 
Jewish communities in every corner of the globe but it wasn’t 
until the 16th century that this holiday was given a greater di-
mension. The Meqoubalim (Kabbalists) of 16th century Safed 
invigorated this holiday by prescribing what fruits and nuts to 
eat and in what order. They also said that four different cups 
of wine should be drunk just like when the Hagadah is recited 
on the night of Pesah. 

   These Meqoubalim were generally great Sephardic Rabbis 
who were steeped in the mysteries of the Torah. They had a 
belief that Creation is composed of four separate worlds, or 
levels. Classifying fruits that are eaten on Tu Bishbat into these 
separate categories helped to symbolize these levels. 
The four worlds are: 

Asiyah: “action” --- our world, the lowest level,
Yessirah: “formation” --- the second lowest level,
Beriah: “creation” ---the next to highest level, and
Assilut: “emanation” --- the highest and purest level. 

   There are no fruits that could fit 
into the highest level but there are 
fruits for each of the other 3 levels 
and it is preferable to have 10 fruits 
for each level, corresponding to the 
10 Sefirot (Divine emanations). 

   Group number 1 is all fruit. Beri-
ah. The edible part of the fruit rep-
resents holiness and holiness at this 

level needs no protection. (Some of the fruits included in this 
group are not actually considered totally edible by most peo-
ple, such as apples; small seeds are ignored in the symbolism.) 
The 10 items are: grapes or raisins, figs, apples, etrog (citron), 
kumquat, pear, quince, mulberry, trilobed sorbus, carob. 

   Group 2 consists of outer fruit with a large center pit. Yes-
sirah. These fruits are edible on the outside, but have pits on 
the inside, such as peaches. The edible portion symbolizes ho-
liness. At this level, holiness can be left exposed, but its inner 
core, its “heart,” must still be protected. The 10 items are: 
olives, dates, cherries (must be sweet), jujube, peaches, plums 
or prunes, apricots, sour morello cherries, hawthorn berry, 
loquat. 

   Group 3 outer peel and inner fruit. ‘Asiyah. These fruits all 
have an inedible outer shell, such as nuts. The edible part of 
the fruit represents holiness. In our world, holiness is hidden 
and we have to seek it out. The fragile holiness has to be pro-

“Tu Bishbat is a happy day 
on which no Tahanunim are 

said. It is a day that 
reconnects us with the 

Land of Israel.”
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tected within our world. The 10 items are: pomegranate, wal-
nuts, almonds, chestnuts, hazelnuts, acorns, coconuts, pine 
nuts, pistachios, another nut like pecan, brazil, macadamia; or 
even a banana. 

   There have been Sephardic Jews in every country over the 
last 350 years who have been reading from a book entitled 
Peri Ess Hadar (Salonika 1753) and following this ritual of eat-
ing fruits, drinking wine, and reading portions of the Tanakh, 
Mishnah, and Zohar. 

   Among Sephardim in different countries this holiday was 
given nick names like: Hamishosar, El Khabat, Eid El Shjar, Tafqi’ 
El Sajar, Frutas, etc… 

   It was very common for special bags to be made for friends 
and neighbors, and especially children and fill them with all 
types of dried fruits and nuts. 

   In old Jerusalem where the majority of the Jews once spoke 
Ladino, trays of fruit were sent as gifts like Mishloah Manot. 
These were known as Platiko and the special bags as Frutas Bol-
sas. Children would compare what they got and trade favorites 
with each other. These same customs existed in many other 
countries as well but without the Ladino names. 

   Many people would just try and have as many fruits as pos-
sible just to praise God and share this bounty with relatives 
and friends. Others would take this opportunity to study the 
laws of Berakhot and teach them to all those who celebrated 

with them. 

   In Aleppo Syria there was a special folkloric Judeo-Arabic 
song for this holiday whose tune is still popular today even 
though most people have forgotten the happy words. Another 
custom associated with Tu Bishbat in Halab was the reading of 
the Aseret HaDiberot with the translation (Sharh) of Se’adyah 
Gaon. This was done on Tu Bishbat in preparation of Perashat 
Yitro and the giving of the Ten Commandments which is al-
ways the Shabbat after Tu Bishbat. 

   Tu Bishbat is a happy day on which no Tahanunim are said. It is 
a day that reconnects us with the Land of Israel and there is a 
new custom (over 100 years old) to plant trees in Israel on this 
day. The tradition of planting trees started in 1890 when the 
teacher and writer Zeev Yabetz went out with his students in 
a school in Zikhron Yaaqob for a festive planting. This initiative 
was adopted in 1908 by the Israeli Teachers trade union and 
later on by the Land Development Authority (Haqeren Haqa-
yemet LeYisrael, also called the Jewish National Fund). Many 
Jews throughout the world call Israel on this day and make 
donations to plant trees and forests throughout Israel on this 
New Year of Trees. 
Tizku Leshanim Rabot Ne’imot VeTobot!

Mr. Mosseri is a noted expert of Sephardic customs and a reg-
ular contributor to Qol Ha’Qahal
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Arts and Culture
Movie Review
Exodus: Gods and Kings 
Ms. Adele Chabot

   Exodus: Gods and Kings is a movie glaringly unfaithful to the real history and pesukim of the Torah. 
It was officially banned in the countries of Egypt and Morocco due to its depiction of prophets and 
“a false and wrong mental image of Egypt's history”.1 As a Barkai teacher of Sefer Shemot for the 5th 
time, the announcement that a new movie was being made on the story of Exodus was especially 
thrilling to me. The 1956 movie The Ten Commandments is a movie that has my family running to the 
TV every year, and I wondered if this might take its place as the new family favorite. I immediately 
thought of the advances in technology made since 1956 and was eager to see how the ten plagues 
would be recreated. I carefully drove to the UA with my brother, prepared to invest the next 154 
minutes of my life watching this re-creation of my favorite Sefer of the Torah. 

   I’ll start with the positive. In this version of the exodus story, the makkot (plagues) are depicted 
as occurring naturally. The water turns to blood and naturally the frogs jump out of the Nile. The frogs die, and naturally there is an 
infestation of lice and so on and so forth. While many people might be disappointed from this lackluster presentation of the makkot, I 
thought God working through natural means was even more impressive. For the splitting of the sea, the producers showed a strong 
wind blowing the waters, corresponding to the strong Easterly wind that God sent blowing all night. 

   Here’s what I hated. Accurately portraying God is a difficult task. For that reason, in 1956 The Ten Commandments movie, when Moshe 
spoke to God, God was not shown, merely his voice was heard. In Exodus Gods and Kings, God was depicted as a raggedy haired, 
dirty and unkempt little boy. A pathetic little boy?! That’s God?! I was horrified. 

   In the Torah, Moshe and God argue by the burning bush. Later in Misrayim, Moshe questions God when Pharaoh increases Bene Yisrael’s 
labor. Even while questioning God, Moshe is still God’s faithful messenger who takes an active role in helping the makkot come about 
and obeys God’s commands. In the movie, Moshe was pitted against God. After his creative attempt to independently wage war against 
Egypt failed, (a new twist to the story) God told Moshe to just sit tight and watch Him do a better job. God never has Moshe warn 
Pharaoh about the makkot, and what is about to happen is just as much a surprise to Moshe as it is to Pharaoh. Moshe’s active role in 
the story is severely compromised. Moshe’s personality was met with criticism from the actor himself. Writes Rabbi Benjamin Blech 
in an article posted on Aish.com, 

   In analyzing his role, the Hollywood Reporter quoted [actor] Bale as calling his character ‘schizophrenic’ and ‘barbaric’ during a press 
interview. Based on the script’s development of Moses’s leadership, Bale concluded “I think the man was one of the most barbaric 
individuals that I ever read about in my life.”

What an insult to the larger than life personality that was Moshe Rabenu! 

   The New Yorker points out that Bible is the best-selling book each and every year.2 As such, Bible readers are quite familiar with the 
story of the Exodus. In this movie bene yisrael took a back seat while Ramses and the Egyptians took center stage. Bene yisrael barely had 
screen time. The movie was supposed to be about them and their suffering, but nowhere was this evident. In fact, it was the Egyptians 
who were portrayed as suffering. Ramses’ adorable baby son was shown multiple times. After his son dies in Makkat Bechorot, Ramses 
asks Moshe “What kind of cruel God do you have that kills babies?” At this point, one can’t help but sympathize with him, helpless 
against a cruel God. What kind of twisted movie has you sympathize with the perpetrators and not the victims? Bene yisrael were the 
ones that were oppressed, not the opposite way around! 

   Seeing the movie is sure to produce heated discussions about its inaccuracies. A discussion about the movie one Shabbat afternoon 
brought out the following comments. Says Mr. Victor Esses: “The movie is highly offensive, an inaccurate portrayal of our Bible; an 
insult to all religions.” Mrs. Doris Cohen agrees. “Exodus was incredibly overdrawn and underwhelming. God's wonders were not 
majestic, Moses was unexceptional, and the people uninspiring.” 
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Book Review
Rabbinic Creativity in the Modern Middle East
Professor Zvi Zohar, ISBN: HB: 9781441165411, PB: 9781441133298
Mrs. Sydelle Shamah

   Professor Zvi Zohar has presented a fascinating overview of rabbinic thought, commentary, 
and rulings from the middle of the nineteenth century until the present day. He traces the 
roots of Sephardic tradition as it was known in comparatively recent times to the onset of tech-
nologic innovation. Where some European Jewish sects chose to ignore modernity, the chief 
rabbis in Iraq sought to find halakhic rulings that would allow their people to live within the 
Law while travelling and emigrating throughout the Middle East and embracing phenomena 
such as the railroad, water delivered through metal pipes, crowded streets, etc, searching both 
ancient and contemporary sources and opinions.

   Of particular interest for this publication are the chapters devoted to two outstanding Syrian 
scholars; Rabbi Yitzhak Dayyan (b. Aleppo, 1878-d. Tel Aviv, 1964) and Rabbi Shaul-Matloub 
Abadi (b. Aleppo 1889- d. Brooklyn, 1970). Aleppo has always been “The City of Scholars.” In 
Rabbi Dayyan's day, and through his efforts, that “holy city” “...never lost its character as a geo-
graphical community.” All of the Jews in Aleppo were members of one common community 
regardless of the degree of observance or the neighborhood in which they lived.

   Hakham Matloub's gentle, humble presence couldn't quite conceal his brilliant intellect. Almost singlehandedly, he guided 
the members of the Sephardic community of Brooklyn through most of their transition from Aleppo. While still in Syria, he 
advocated for (secular) education for girls, quite modern thinking for the time. In New York, he introduced many other in-
novations, one of the most important of which was the Hebrew in Hebrew method of learning. Most of the rest of the world 
didn't catch up for several generations.  

   The relevance of this book cannot be over emphasized. The Sephardic tradition discussed here is an extraordinary cultural 
treasure; a classic model that must be preserved. 

A Judaism without a vibrant, creative group of rabbis and congregations that embody and experience the Separ-
dic-Oriental halakhic ethos at its best is an impoverished, semi-atrophied manifestation of the halakhic traditional its 
entirety (Rabbinic Creativity p. 369).

   Rabbinic Creativity is well researched and documented, while the clear, structured, and simple language makes the book 
easily accessible to the informed layperson.

Mrs. Shamah, a published author, was the publisher of The Jewish Voice for several years and regularly writes book re-
views for the Jewish Book Council. She is also a past president of the Jewish Community Center of Greater Monmouth 
County. 

   When I got home that night after watching the movie, I was all fired up and fiercely enumerated for my father each and every dis-
grace I found with the movie. My dad had seen the movie the previous night and I asked him what he thought about it. After patiently 
listening he responded: “Adele, I didn’t go to the movies to be a Bible critic. I went to the movies to have a good time.” Which clearly 
were not my intentions. And so, if you are going to the movies for a night out and are not going to compare each and every detail with 
the pesukim of the Torah, Exodus: Gods and Kings can provide that entertainment. Rabbi Benjamin Blech sums it all up in his article 
with the following statement. “The film deserves to have it prefaced with a bold warning that ‘Any resemblance between this and the 
book suggested by its title is purely accidental – and improper.’” I couldn’t have said it better myself. 

1 http://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-4608761,00.html
2 Blech, Benjamin. “Exodus & Hollywood.” Aish.com. 12 Dec. 2014. Web. 1 Jan. 2015. <http://www.aish.com/ci/a/Exodus--Hollywood.html?s=show>.

Miss Chabot teaches in Barkai Yeshivah and is the author of The Best Secret Revealed (2013)
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   On my third trip to Israel this year, thank God, I ended 
up watching a two hour documentary on the in flight enter-
tainment system on Henri Matisse's “Cut Out” exhibition at 
the Tate Museum in the UK, and currently in MoMA in New 
York. I did not know it at the time while I was doodling his 
signature shapes on the plane, but I became inspired by his 
aesthetic for what I ended up doing on my trip, which was 
cutting out stencils to spray paint graffiti on bomb shelters 
in and around Sderot (the town adjacent to the Gaza strip 
famously known for rocket attacks) for a week. That was what 
my trip was all about. Painting murals on bomb shelters! This 
opportunity was not your average Israeli adventure, but this 
trip combined two major passions of mine; Israel and art. The 
timing was perfect for this trip, called “Start South.” 

   Appropriately named for creating creative initiative in the 
Negev (south), this trip, or-
ganized by Hillel Interna-
tional and the Schusterman 
Foundation, selected 100 
college and post college 
young adults to participate 
along with the communities 
of the Negev for 10 days on 
an all-out creative adven-
ture. Note, this was not a 
typical Birthright style trip. 
Although 10 days like Birth-
right, we didn't travel the 
country. We stayed direct-
ly on the front lines beside 
Gaza, and split up into 3 
kibbutzim to sleep at: Dorot, Alumim and Ruchama. We were 
placed within art workshops ranging from graffiti and street 
art, to music rhythm therapy, carnival art, toy making, film 
documentation, and social media. 

   I must say, I was ecstatic when I found out I was going to be a 
part of this because after coming back from Sderot in the sum-
mer on Rabbi Haim Ovadia’s solidarity mission, I felt privi-
leged to give back for a second time, to actually be there again 
and leave a mark for the community to enjoy. I became very 
familiarized with a part of the country that most people are 
afraid of going to, or that tourists don’t usually see. We deeply 
explored a new and fresh part of the country, and traveled the 
same roads everyday. After each passing day, it felt like I lived 
there more and more. I didn't feel any pressure or danger that 
a rocket may come; in fact I felt pretty safe there, although 

there was always a little bit of worry when you still had to be 
briefed everyday if something actually should occur. But one 
would hardly recognize that terror ensued in the community 
center that we visited, or that we traveled the streets where 
housed were blown up. We literally went to the g’vul (border) 
of the Gaza Strip to learn about the secondary wall in front of 
the actual border wall that acts as a protective wall for gun-
shots in the small, quiet community of Netiv Ha’asarah.

   Each art workshop had a professional teacher from Isra-
el, mine being an architect and professional graffiti artist (yes 
they exist) who graduated from the Bezalel Academy of Art 
and Design in Jerusalem. He taught us how to create stencils 
of characters and motifs that are appropriate to spray paint 
on bomb shelters. We then practiced on sheets and then we 
were on our way to multiple communities and kibbutzim in 

Atef Aza, (the commu-
nities that “wrap” around 
Gaza) to put our skills to 
the test on a literal “blank 
canvas.” Our first shel-
ters were in Nahal Oz- a 
border kibbutz, and then 
Ofakim, and more. After 
each bomb shelter we did, 
we kept getting better at 
creating our themes, char-
acters and patterns that 
the community would 
love to see as they walked 
by every day.

   The whole purpose of this activity, as well as the other art 
mediums, was to beautify the community and use the arts 
as a therapy for the residents of the South, especially those 
suffering from PTSD from all the trauma that went down this 
summer; not to mention the past 14 years. Since 2001 rockets 
started to cross the border. People who live there decided to 
stay, because of not being able to afford to move, but also be-
cause of their extreme pride for where they live. They have to 
be resilient and let the rest of the country know that their dai-
ly lives are just as important as anyone else in Israel and that 
they shouldn’t be forgotten. The kibbutzim around the city of 
Sderot also were no strangers to the Qassamim (rockets). The 
three kibbutzim we stayed at, as well as the many others in Atef 
Aza, were just as susceptible to the rockets as Sderot, if not 
even more during the summer. We spent Shabbat at Kibbutz 
Alumim, and it felt like a paradise. One member showed us 

Student Spotlight
Community Art in the Negev
Mr. David Braha
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before Shabbat a satirical, but very true short film she made 
about her daughter trying to walk to her friend’s house 5 min-
utes away for dinner, but ended up having to stop by every 
neighbor's house along the way because of the “Tzeva Adom” 
(Color Red) siren. People’s homes in the kibbutz at the time 
had an open door policy because of this reason. By the time 
she got to her friend's house the food was gone! Each siren 
allows only 15 seconds for one to find shelter. 

   This phenomenon of the bomb shelter was so intriguing to 
me that I tried to explore as many as I could. Spray-painting 
the miklatim (shelters) is nothing new in the area, as profes-
sional graffiti artists and amateurs alike naturally decide to 
beautify them because of the vandalism and tagging that goes 
on them. Some even use them as bathrooms. But the fact that 
students from Chutz La’aretz (countries outside Israel) would 
use their vacation time to visit an area most Israelis wouldn't 
dare to, was shocking to the residents. They were so grateful, 
that my favorite part was teaching the children in the high 
schools and in the neighborhood homes how to graffiti with 
us. After all, this was for them. 
And in that moment, I could see 
how excited they were to forget 
about their problems and make 
lemonade out of lemons. Aside 
from the other art groups that 
made impressive life size pup-
pets and moving films about 
the Negev, our graffiti-ed bomb 
shelters are something that is 
a physical mark that will last a 
long time after the trip. It’s an 
incredible feeling to know that 
after leaving Israel, something I 
did with my new-found friends will actually be there for the 
residents to enjoy, but hopefully will not have to use anymore. 

   Since this trip consisted of many creative souls, I found it 
easy to get along with many of the participants. I was able 
to broaden my horizons and meet people from around the 
world,  connections that will last a lifetime. And boy what a 
small world it is! We had many commonalities, and it was easy 
to exchange ideas about projects we were to create in Israel as 
well as back home. Although I knew this was an international 
trip, once we all came together at the beginning, I realized 
that our mission of what we did in Israel was a world mission, 
not just an American one. Participants came from Argentina, 
Russia Ukraine, Uruguay, Canada, Brazil, and more. There 
was so much unconditional love and respect among all the 
participants, especially since we also had a handful of non-
Jews on the trip as well who gave unique insight and perspec-

tive on the land that we may take for granted. In addition to 
the international participants, around 40 Israelis joined us for 
the duration of the trip. These Israelis were part of a gap year 
program for Israelis called “Shnat Sherut” (year of service) or 
as they are called in Israel the “Shin-shinim.” These 18-19 year 
old students volunteer for a year in a “Kfar Studentim”, a stu-
dent village, somewhere outside their hometown after they 
graduate high school and before they serve in the army. These 
40 were chosen to join us to help us learn more about what 
it’s like to live locally as an Israeli, while we were giving back 
to our homeland. 

   Through this, I was able to feel that I have more of a role 
and identity in Israel. I feel that I have a useful and mean-
ingful contribution to the community there and to the land 
as a whole. This trip inspired future projects of mine, and I 
was able to explore untapped artistic and creative abilities and 
skills that otherwise I may have not been exposed to.

   The climax of the trip was the Daroma Festival (Festival 
of the South) that took place 
at Sapir College in Sderot. This 
was where we were able to 
showcase our talents and work 
that we did at the workshops 
and to really interact with the 
community. More than 3,000 
people showed up to experi-
ence this unique festival. Sarit 
Hadad, Hadag Nachash, and 
Barry Socharov, all major stars 
in Israel, as well as the house 
band that was part of the mu-
sic workshop, took to the main 

stage while all the other workshops had tents for visitors to 
take part in. We made puppet shows for the children, had a 
graffiti wall to decorate, a big drumming circle with danc-
ing, clowns walking around on stilts, life size puppets walking 
around the grounds, tye-dye and toy making, and really good 
food. The night was transcendental for such a vulnerable but 
strong community. I can also say I never danced and felt more 
free in a week in my life. From all the impromptu dance break 
outs, and music blasting while painting the shelters, and con-
certs almost every night, Israel is the best place to do just that. 
Afterwards, we made our way to the Kotel and the Old City 
and also took an art tour of Tel-Aviv to top off such a unique 
and special time in Israel. 

David Braha is currently finishing his BA in Urban Design at 
Parsons The New School for Design. He lives in Deal, NJ.

Through this, I was able to feel 
that I have more of a role and 
identity in Israel. I feel that I 
have a useful and meaningful 
contribution to the community 

there and to the land as a whole. 
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Section (Weekly Schedules)

Shabbat-Table Talks
Parashat Mishpatim
Rabbi Ralph Tawil1

Value: Returning Lost Objects
   Although this is a basic Jewish value, it is not often stressed in our society, where the “finders 
keepers” attitude prevails. People are often offered rewards for returning lost objects, as if do-
ing that is something special and out of the ordinary. Rather, the Torah commands us to return 
the lost object regardless of whether there is a reward or not.

Text: Shemot 23:4 and Debarim 22:1–3
   The misvah to return lost objects is found in two places in the Torah—once in our perasha and 
once in Perashat Ki Tesse.

Now when you encounter your enemy’s ox or his donkey straying, return it, return it to 
him. (Shemot 23:4, SB)
You are not to see the ox of your brother or his sheep wandering away and hide yourself 
from them; you are to return, yes, return them to your brother. Now if your brother not 
be near to you or you do not know him, you are to bring it into the midst of your house, 
it is to be there with you until your brother makes inquiry about it, then you are to return 
it to him. Thus you are to do with his donkey, thus you are to do with anything lost of your 
brother, this is lost by him, and you find it: you are not allowed to hide yourself. (Debarim 
22:1-3, SB)

Discussion: Why should we do the misvah at all?
   Although we do every misvah because Hashem commanded it, we should think about the reason God commanded it and what partic-
ular attachment we have to any misvah. In the case of returning lost objects, try to make your child empathize with the feelings of the 
person who lost the object. 
   Have you ever lost something that was important to you? How did you feel when it was lost? How did you feel when it was found?
What kind of community, country, or nation is created that is founded upon this basic value of returning property to those who lost 
it? (A caring, concerned society, a society whose inhabitants would not think of cheating or stealing.)

   Why does the Torah emphasize that it is the enemy’s animals? (Perhaps because if it were your friend’s object, you would definitely 
return it. Better yet, we have to overcome our enmity and treat each other as brothers by returning lost property. Since it is with the 
enemy that the temptation to ignore is greater, the Torah goes out of its way to say even if the owner of the animal is your enemy you 
must still help the animal.)
   
   What about if the lost object is that of non-Jew? R. Yoshiah said that “your enemy” refers to the non-Jew who is an idol worshipper. 
Yet, the law found in the Rambam and Shulhan Arukh is that one should not return the lost object of a non-Jew, if they are wicked. 
The Meiri posits that the prohibition of returning a lost object to a non-Jew only applied to idol worshippers and not to people who 
have religion and laws similar to ours. One should return the non-Jew’s lost object when it would entail “sanctifying the name of God” 
such that people would praise Israel and see Israel as trustworthy. If not returning the object would cause “hillul Hashem” (“profaning 
God’s name”), it must be returned. 
   Method: Telling stories to illustrate a point is a very effective way of making the point stick. Take your time preparing the story by 
focusing on the major points of the story—those without which the story makes no sense. You could embellish the story with dialogue 
and voices if you wish, but remember do not do things that distract. The story could be followed by a short discussion to make sure 
the point was understood. 

Two stories:
1) Miriam, who was studying Torah at a Jerusalem seminary, was about to be married. She invited her sister, Judy, who was studying 
meditation and “eastern spirituality” in an Indian ashram. After Miriam’s insistence, Judy came to Jerusalem for the wedding. After 
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even more cajoling, Judy attended one of Miriam’s classes. They happened 
to be studying the myriad details of the laws of returning lost objects. 
Some questions discussed included: what constitutes a “sign”?; when does 
the object have to be returned?; and other similar issues. After the Torah 
class, Judy was very critical. “Miriam, you call this trivial nonsense reli-
gion? You have no sense of true spirituality. I am going back to my guru 
in India.” After a short while Judy was walking with her guru when they 
came upon a wallet containing all kinds of identifying documents along 
with $1500 dollars cash. The guru pocketed the cash and tossed away the 
wallet. “What are you doing?” Judy exclaimed, “We could probably find 
that man if we tried!” The guru said that the money was a gift from the 
cosmos and that if he would not take it he would be denying the cosmic gift. Guru finds guru keeps. Judy persisted, “But it is not right. 
The man who lost the money no doubt is in great distress. We should try to find him and return his money.” The guru, exasperated, 
exclaimed, “once a Jew always a Jew.” At which point Judy decided to go back to Jerusalem and study more Torah. Judy is living in 
Jerusalem today and still studying Torah.
Moral: Details are necessary in order to create the greater spirituality; they cause the bigger picture to be translated into actions. 

2) R. Pinhas said: One time a man passed by the door of Hanina son of Dosa and forgot some chickens there. R. Hanina’s wife found 
them. He said to her: do not eat the eggs. They had many eggs and soon many more chickens, until they started to be annoying. They 
sold the chickens and bought some goats with the money. Sometime later the man who had lost the chickens passed by R. Hanina’s 
door again. He said to his friend I once left some chickens right here. R. Hanina heard him and said: do you have any identifying sign 
on the chickens. “Yes I do” said the man. He told him the sign and R. Hanina gave him the goats. (Babylonian Talmud, Ta’anit 25a)
Moral: One must be very faithful in caring for the lost object, always thinking of the best interest of the owner.

1 Reprinted with permission from Rabbi Tawil’s Shabbat-Table Talks: Volume I (New York: Tebah Educational Services, 2013), pp. 73-76.

“Since it is with the enemy that 
the temptation to ignore is 

greater, the Torah goes out of its 
way to say even if the owner of 
the animal is your enemy you 
must still help the animal.”

Maqam of the week
Sephardic Pizmonim Project, www.pizmonim.com
by David Betesh DDS 

On Shabbat Yitro
The morning prayers are conducted in Maqam HOSENI according to the vast majority of Syrian sources. The highlight of the Torah 
Reading is the story of Matan Torah; receiving the Ten Commandments. HOSENI, the maqam that means “beautiful” in Arabic, alludes to 
the Torah’s “beauty.” Hoseni, which is described as a high version of Maqam Bayat, is also applied in association with Shabuot, the festival 
that commemorates receiving the Torah.
Hazzanut: Similar to Shabbat Kallah. Nishmat: Raqs El Ban, El Hahodaot: Bahar Dodi (344), Naqdishakh: Da’at UmZimah (334-II).
Pizmon Sefer Torah: Ahallel VeAbia (220),Roeh Neeman Hu (179).
Aliyot: The Ten Commandments is reserved for Mashlim, and some say that the original tradition is to go back and read from “BaHodesh 
HaShelishi” (19:1) until the end of the perasha.
Cantillations: The “Long Tarha” (before the Sof Pasuq) are in the following verses: 19:1, 19:2, 19:8, 19:11, 19:16, 19:17, 19:18, 20:6, 
20:7, 20:11, 20:12, 20:13.
Mishmara: Yitro (Exodus 18:1-20:23), 2 Kings 13-18, Job 21-25, Mishnah Abot and ‘Aboda Zara
On Shabbat Mishpatim
The morning prayers are conducted in Maqam NAWAH or SABA according to Syrian sources. NAWAH, the Maqam applied for Qabba-
lat Shabbat, is appropriate, because like Shabbat, when God worked for six and then rested on seven, similarly the Hebrew slave works 
for six and then rests on seven. The second opinion is to apply Maqam SABA (literally in Arabic, baby boy) which is used to mark “berit” 
or covenant. Chapters 21-23 is referred to by scholars as the Covenant Code. Other reasons for Maqam SABA include: (1) At the 
seventh year, the Hebrew slave makes a covenant with his master if he chooses to remain. (2) The words “Dam HaBerit” (Exodus 24:8) 
appear in connection to a blood ritual where Israel commits to obeying all the Torah laws.
Pizmon Sefer Torah:  “Ro’eh U’Bohen Lebav HaKol” (212).
Aliyot: Aliyot stops for Kohen, Levi and Yisrael are as follows: 21:3 “Ishto I’mo”, 21:6 “Va’abado Le’olam”, and 21:19 “Verapo Yerape.” The Halabi 
will never stop at “Hinam En Kasef ” (21:11), which means “free, no money,” because this is viewed as negative.
Mishmara: Mishpatim (Exodus 21:1- 24:18), 2 Kings 19-end, Job 26-28, Mishnah Baba Qamma
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Humor in the Torah
Hershey H. Friedman, PhD and Linda Weiser Friedman, PhD

   Humor can be a potent weapon in the battle against evil.  
Consider, for example, that satirizing racists, sexists, bullies, 
and other wicked people can sometimes be more effective 
than taking legal action. Today’s television writers, screen-
writers, and comics often use humor as a tool to make the 
world a better place.  So it should come as no surprise that the 
Tanakh (Torah, Nevi’im and Ketubim), our oldest literary docu-
ment, does the same.  In this article, we use the word Torah to 
include all of Tanakh. 

   The Bible is, by far, the most popular and most read book 
of all time.  Despite this, there is only a limited amount of 
scholarship that explores its humor.  The Torah uses humor to 
mock the idolater and the wicked.  Irony is employed when 
punishment is meted out measure for measure (middah k’neged 
middah).  The Torah often shows how words can come back 
and haunt someone in the future.  Similarly, the same words 
spoken by a person in one context may be used many years 
later to connect two incidents.  In the sections that follow, we 
cite just a few examples of Biblical humor.

Wordplay
   Yevgeniy Yevtushenko once said: “Translations are like wom-
en.  When they are faithful they are not beautiful, and when 
they are beautiful they are not faithful.”  Often, translating 
Hebrew into English results in the loss of the imagery and 
wordplays of the Hebrew.  To appreciate much of the humor 
of the Torah one has to read it in the original language.  This 
is especially true of the numerous wordplays one finds in the 
Torah. 

   Laban says to Jacob (Genesis 30:28):  “Designate (nokbah) 
to me your wages and I will give it.”  The word nokbah in this 
context means designate or specify; but it is spelled exactly 
the same as the Hebrew word, nekebah (female). This is a clev-
er pun, according to the Midrash Rabbah, and refers to the 
fact that Jacob had previously worked for Laban for 14 years 
for the hand of his beloved, Laban’s daughter Rachel.  Laban 
appears to be offering Jacob another woman in exchange for 
his labor. In another example of wordplay Jacob, who 20 years 
earlier had stolen his father’s blessing (bracha) by pretending to 
be Esau, his older twin brother, returns home and Esau comes 
to meet him with 400 men.  Jacob sends him a present (min-
cha) to mollify him.  But, when they finally meet, Jacob says 
(Genesis 33:11):  “Please take my gift (birchatee).”   The word 
Jacob used for gift, birchatee can mean gift but also means 
blessing.  It appears that Jacob was nervous about the blessing 
he “stole” from his brother and like anyone with a guilty con-

science, the wrong word slipped out. 

Negotiating with God
   Biblical humor sometimes stems from incongruity, as when 
God allows humans to negotiate with Him. It should be quite 
difficult to argue with God since He is omniscient. In an at-
tempt to save Sodom and Gomorrah, Abraham negotiates with 
God, bargaining with Him in a way one expects a customer to 
haggle with a storekeeper (Genesis 18: 23-32).  The negotia-
tions start at 50 righteous people and go all the way down 10.  
Certainly, since God is omniscient, He could simply have told 
Abraham: “I know what you are thinking and there are not 
even 10 righteous people in Sodom.” Abraham even lectures 
God during his negotiations (Genesis 18:25):  “Far be it from 
You to do such a thing as this, to slay the righteous with the 
wicked, so that the righteous should be as the wicked; far be it 
from You! Shall not the Judge of all the earth do right?” 

   Moses also negotiates with God to save the Israelites. After 
the Israelites sinned by giving credence to the spies’ false re-
port, God threatens to eradicate them and Moses argues thus 
(Numbers 14: 16):  If the nations hear that God wiped out the 
Israelites they will say it is “because the Lord lacked the ability 
to bring the people to the land which He swore to give them, 
therefore He slaughtered them in the wilderness.” One would 
think that God, being omniscient, had already considered that 
argument. Clearly, God likes to hear mortals arguing with 
Him. We see a great deal of this in the Talmud and Midrash, as 
well (e.g., the classic Oven of Aknai story).

Mocking Idols
   Jacob takes his family and flees from his father-in-law Laban 
after noticing that he is not being treated as in the past.  Unbe-
knownst to Jacob, his wife Rachel steals her father’s teraphim, 
small statues used for idolatry and divination.  When Laban 
catches up to Jacob, he says to him (Genesis 31:30): “Why 
have you stolen my gods?”  The reader realizes that this cannot 
be much of a god if it can be stolen.  What is worse, Rachel 
hides her father’s deities by sitting on them.  These idols are 
not getting much respect. 

   Names used for idols throughout the Torah include gilu-
lim, (a word related to galal which means excrement), toevah 
(abomination), and atzabim (etzeb means sorrow and grief).  

Sarcasm
   Prophets can also use sarcasm to mock idols.  Referring to 
the false deity worshipped by the priests of Baal, Elijah de-
clares (I Kings 18: 27):  “Call with a loud voice, for he is a 
god.  Perhaps he is talking, or he is pursuing enemies, or he is 
relieving himself, or perhaps he is sleeping and will awaken.” 
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   The Psalmist also uses sarcasm to mock idols and idolaters 
(Psalm 115: 5-7):  “Their idols are silver and gold the handi-
work of man. They have a mouth, but they cannot speak; they 
have eyes but they cannot see. They have ears but they cannot 
hear; they have a nose, but they cannot smell. Their hands can-
not feel; their feet cannot walk; they cannot speak with their 
throat.”

   We learn much about the character of the newly freed Is-
raelites from the manner in which they speak to Moses. They 
see Pharaoh’s huge army approaching behind them with only 
the sea in front of them. Instead of asking Moses to pray they 
exclaim (Exodus 14: 11): “Was there a lack of graves in Egypt, 
that you took us away to die in the wilderness?”  

   Edward Sorel, a famous cartoonist, depicts the crossing of 
the Sea of Reeds in a unique way. Every Jew is complaining to 
Moses about something else. One person is saying “From this 
smell you could plotz”; another saying, “My feet are killing 
me”: and another saying, “Some miracle!  If I don’t get pneu-
monia, that’ll be a miracle.”  Is this heresy?  Presumably not, 
since there is a Midrash Rabbah that states that even while the 
Jews crossed the Sea of Reeds they 
were complaining to Moses about 
the mud. They told Moses in the 
sarcastic, rhetorical way of speak-
ing that we Jews still use today: “In 
Egypt there was mud and here in 
the sea there is mud!” 

   Throughout the Torah, we see how impudent and sarcastic 
the Israelites are, even in times of great danger when, say, hu-
mility might be a better approach. After they are demoralized 
by the report of the spies, they say (Numbers 14:2):  “We wish 
we had died in the land of Egypt, or in this desert would we 
have died.”  Probably not the smartest thing to say, especial-
ly when God replies (Numbers 14:28):  “Surely as you have 
spoken in My ears, so I will do to you.  In this desert your 
carcasses shall fall.” 

   When the rebellion of Korah begins, Moses attempts to 
make peace, and asks Datan and Abiram, two of the conspira-
tors, to see him (Numbers 16). Their response to him is quite 
sarcastic and their words repeat Moses’ words.  Moses used 
the phrase (Numbers 16:9) “Is it too little…” and they repeat 
the same phrase; Moses uses a rhetorical question and they 
do the same (see Nechama Liebowitz commentary).  They 
even refer to Egypt as the “land flowing with milk and honey” 
(Numbers 16: 13).  The Bible shows us how nasty they are.  
Moses attempts to make peace and they make fun of him.  
Measure for Measure

   Measure for measure punishment is very common in the Bi-
ble.  Ultimately, Dathan and Abiram are hoisted by their own 
petard.  They tell Moses (Numbers 16:12): “we will not go up” 
to see you.  Their punishment is that they go down—they are 
swallowed up by the earth.  Similarly, the Egyptians drowned 
the Israelite boys and they were themselves drowned.

   The half-brothers of Joseph commit a heinous crime and sell 
him into slavery.  Eventually, Joseph becomes Grand Vizier of 
Egypt.  Twenty-two years later, a terrible famine forces Jo-
seph’s brothers to travel to Egypt to buy food.  The brothers 
do not recognize Joseph, who arranges to have his silver chal-
ice hidden among the youngest brother Benjamin’s posses-
sions. This gives Joseph the excuse to keep Benjamin as a slave 
when the chalice is found.  It also allows the Bible to teach 
the reader valuable lessons about life.  Judah, the brother who 
convinced his siblings to sell Joseph rather than kill him now 
seeks sympathy from the Grand Vizier and mentions that Ben-
jamin’s (full) brother was dead.  The reader knows that Benja-
min’s brother is alive and well – and is actually right in front 
of Judah.  Judah offers himself as a slave in lieu of Benjamin 
because he “cannot bear the evil misery that shall come on my 

father” (Genesis 44:34). The read-
er knows that he had no problem 
with causing his father grief 22 
years earlier by suggesting to his 
brothers that Joseph be sold to the 
Ishmaelites (Genesis 37:26-27). It 
is quite ironic that Judah who ad-
vised his brothers to sell Joseph is 

now offering himself as a slave in lieu of Joseph’s full brother.  
Also, the brothers deceived their father by dipping Joseph’s 
coat of many colors into blood and convincing Jacob that a 
wild animal had devoured Joseph (Genesis37:31).  The broth-
ers were in turn deceived by the Grand Vizier of Egypt who 
was actually Joseph.  

   The Israelites complain about the manna in an interesting 
way. First, they start with (Numbers 11:4) “Who will feed 
us meat?” This was not the smartest way to start complaining 
since the Israelites had plenty of cattle (see Rashi). Indeed, 
two tribes would ask to remain on the other side of the Jor-
dan because of the huge number of cattle they possessed. Per-
haps Moses would have pointed this out to the complainers 
had they not almost immediately changed the complaint to 
“We remember the free fish we ate in Egypt...”  Fish - the 
one type of living creature that is not readily available in the 
desert.  Free? Well, sure, slaves are given food for free al-
though presumably none of us have ever heard our parents 
or grandparents praising the free soup served in Auschwitz. 
In any case, fish is not meat.  These complainers cannot make 

“Humor is indeed divine and 
our ability to appreciate it 

confirms that we were made in 
the image of God.”
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up their minds.  That is the point of this passage: to show us 
the true nature of these complaints. In any case, God is smart; 
He gives them chicken (actually quail). The punishment is ap-
propriate. The complainers are promised enough quail for a 
month “until it comes out of your nostrils and becomes dis-
gusting to you” (Numbers 11:20). They end up gathering the 
quail so that each person has a minimum of 10 homers (a 
homer is more than 5 bushels). However, they end up dying 
with “the meat still between their teeth, it had not yet been 
chewed”(Numbers 11: 33). 

   Miriam complains about the Cushite wife that Moses mar-
ried. It is not clear who this woman is. We only know of one 
wife, Tzipporah who was a Midianite. Some commentaries 
believe that Moses did take a second wife. There are many 
explanations of what the complaint was about. Of one thing 
we are certain, her punishment was a horrific skin disease, 
Sara’at, that turned her skin white as snow (Numbers 12: 10).  
The Cushites were a very dark-skinned people. 

Using an Ass to make a Jack-
ass of Balaam
   The story of Balaam and the 
talking ass is an example of 
how the Torah mocks an evil 
person who misuses his pre-
ternatural powers and turns 
being a prophet into a business.  
Balaam makes the claim that he 
“hears the sayings of God and 
sees the vision of the Almighty” 
(Numbers 24:4).   For some-
one who makes these extrav-
agant claims, God shows him 
that his own ass sees more than he does (Numbers 22).   The 
ass, seeing an angel standing on the road with drawn sword, 
keeps trying to turn away and save her master; Balaam sees 
nothing and repeatedly beats her.  Moreover, Balaam does not 
sound like an eloquent prophet when addressing his ass.  His 
response to his ass who asks him why he struck him three 
times (Numbers 22: 29): “Because you mocked me!  If only 
I had a sword in my hand, I would now have killed you.”  The 
ass, on the other hand, responds quite logically (Numbers 
22:30):  “Am I not your ass upon which you have been riding 
all your life until this day?  Have I been wont to do so to you?”    
The one being mocked in the story is Balaam.  The seer’s ass 
sees more than he does and is more logical.  Balaam is the 
jackass for thinking he can go on a mission and not do what 
God wants him to do. Balaam sounds even more ridiculous 
when we realize that he is being hired to eradicate a people 
using his ability to curse others.  But, to kill his own donkey, 

he apparently needs a sword (see Rashi).  

The Most Successful Prophet
   The story of Jonah has a clever way of using humor to make 
a very serious point.  Jonah is without doubt among the worst 
prophets.  He thinks he can escape his mission and hide from 
God by running away.  Apparently, he was never told that God 
is ubiquitous.  When he finally delivers his prophecy to the 
people of Nineveh, capital of Assyria, after miraculously be-
ing spit out by a whale, it is ludicrously brief (Jonah 3:4):  “In 
forty days, Nineveh shall be overturned.”  No reason given; 
God’s name is not mentioned; and no mention of repentance.  
What kind of prophecy is that?  Compare this to the eloquence 
of Isaiah, Jeremiah, and other prophets.  Even Balaam speaks 
better than Jonah; certainly, Balaam’s ass is more eloquent.  

   And yet, Jonah’s success is astounding.  He is probably the 
most successful prophet in the Torah.  Everyone repents, ev-

eryone fasts, and everyone dons 
sackcloth.  Even the animals 
fast and wear sackcloth.  That 
is one successful prophet!  We 
can almost hear God saying:  I 
sent the worst prophet I could 
find to the Assyrians and they 
all repented.  I sent numerous 
eloquent prophets to the Isra-
elites and they did not wish to 
change their idolatrous ways.  
The humor here is used to de-
liver a very potent message.    

Conclusion  
   There are no jokes in the Torah but there is an abundance of 
wit, irony, wordplay, sarcasm, and humor.  If one of the func-
tions of humor is to narrow the distance between the teller 
and listener, then the humor of the Torah brings God closer to 
humankind while at the same time indicating the folly of not 
believing in the Lord and the foolishness of living a depraved 
life.  Humor is indeed divine and our ability to appreciate it 
confirms that we were made in the “image of God.”  And, in 
case we had any doubt at all, the Psalmist proclaims (Psalms 
2:4):  “He who sits in Heaven shall laugh.”
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   A first year medical student that spent his life learning in yeshiva is 
now faced with a dilemma: If science is correct, then the ta’naim are 
wrong, and if the ta’naim are right then my anatomy professor is wrong. 
This student might go one-step further: if the rabbis are wrong in the 
face of overwhelming scientific proof (actually counting the bones), 
then could they be wrong in their Torah knowledge as well? This line of 
thinking quickly leads one down the slippery slope of not believing in 
Torah, since the student was never taught how to harmonize scientific 
truths with Torah.

Possible Approach I: Context
   There is a way to harmonize both the ta’naim and science. One could look at the context of the statement “Two hundred for-
ty-eight limbs [are] in man” as referring only to the laws of purity and uncleanness. If so, then the accuracy of the ta’naim is not 
important regarding the actual count of limbs since they were not stating medical facts but teaching a law. One could then read 
the mishna as “Two hundred forty-eight limbs [are] in man pertaining to the laws of conveying uncleanness through contact and 
through carrying but do not convey uncleanness in the Tent.” 
   If our medical student takes this approach, the conflict disappears. Both scientific fact and the words of the ta’naim can co-ex-
ist since the aim of the ta’naim was not to teach anatomy but Jewish law.

Possible Approach II: Square Peg in Round Hole
   One could qualify that the ta’naim were referring only to a 16 or 17 year old or a young child. However that would be con-
trary to the text and the context of the mishna’s statement. 
   If the statement was only referring to a specific period in a man's life, then why didn't the mishna say so? If it was only referring 
to the period of time when the body actually has 248 bones, then how do we learn the rest of the mishna? Do the laws of “con-
veying uncleanness through contact and through carrying but do not convey uncleanness in the Tent” only apply to a teenager 
or young child? Trying to make the statement “two hundred forty-eight limbs [are] in man” by adding qualifiers, leads to more 
problems than it solves.

Possible Approach III: Ta’naim Are Mistaken
   Given that the mishna was codified over 1,800 years ago, the ta’naim were using the science of their time. They observed that 
there are 248 limbs in an adult human male and this “fact” stood until proven wrong. 
   Rabbi Abraham son of the Rambam in his essay on The Aggadot of the Talmud stressed that: “we are not required to endorse 
all the theories of the Sages of the Talmud on medicine, physics, and astronomy in every respect just because we know the 
authors to be outstanding personalities and eminent scholars in all facets of the Torah.” He goes on to say that when it comes 
to Torah knowledge, “the scholarship of the Sages is unsurpassed…but this does not necessarily apply to all other branches of 
knowledge.” 
   Not satisfied with making statements and not supplying proof, Rabbi Abraham offers conclusive proof that no one will refute. 
It is this: “We find that the Sages, themselves said that the opinions expressed in the gemara with regard to general medicine 
are not borne out...like wearing a “preserving stone” as a safeguard against miscarriage, or other things mentioned in tractate 
Shabbat. They tested these remedies and found them not to have any therapeutic value.” 

I should certainly hope that our first year medical student does not learn medicine from the mishna or talmud.

Conclusion: Truth is the Goal
   When new evidence or discoveries uncover the mysteries of our universe, one should embrace them and not feel that the 
stature or authority of our Sages is in jeopardy. In matters dealing with Torah knowledge, all would agree that, “the scholarships 
of our Sages is unsurpassed.” Maimonides’ total philosophy was based on how the search for truth, based on logic, physics, and 
metaphysics is compatible with Judaism. We should pursue our study of Torah in keeping with the instructions of Maimonides 
which is to “accept the truth from whatever source it comes.”

“Maimonides’ total philosophy 
was based on how the search 

for truth, based on logic, 
physics, and metaphysics is 
compatible with Judaism.

“Two hundred forty-eight limbs...” 
continued from page 9
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